A HUB FOR SMART AND

SUSTAINABLE CITIES

The UN estimates that over 70% of the world’s population will be living in cities by 2050. Urban communities
must therefore rapidly adapt and must come up with sustainable projects and intelligent solutions.
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What have we done so far?

10 volunteers +

PARTNERSHIPS

tens of experts and contributors

EVENTS
We’ve participated in

We’ve created partnerships with

numerous national and

organizations that have similar

international events:

or complementary values and
purposes, such as the World

CES Vegas, Open Days

Bank, Keep IT Simple, Banat IT,

at DG Regio in Brussels,

Innovation 4.4, Smart Everything

and various Smart City

Everywhere, Cluj IT Cluster,

conferences in Romania.

Muntii Carpati, Lykke.

URBAN TALKS &
INNOVATION HACKATHON

GLOBAL NETWORKS

We are represented in
global networks like the
Hive Global Leadership
Program or Erasmus
Mundus Association.

tens of events +
hundreds of articles

The purpose of the conferences
is to provide solutions for both
local and global challenges by
promoting a knowledge-sharing
culture and creating a global
community of doers.

Our ultimate purpose is fostering a large community of people who want to engage with their society
and bring about positive change. Cities are centers of economic development that are in need of
strong communities and organizations that will engage in making them smart and sustainable.
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We need new partners who will help us achieve our goals. We’re looking for brands and organizations that
want to join forces and help make our cities better. Creating long-lasting, strong partnerships is a priority.

urbanizehub.com

JOIN US!

contact us on office@urbanizehub.com
find us on Facebook

urbanizehub.ro

